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Copyright

Copyright © 2019 OCLU Limited. All Rights Reserved.
This User Guide contains information owned by OCLU Limited and its affiliates.
Do not copy, store, transmit or disclose to any third party without prior written
permission from OCLU Limited.

Regulatory

OCLU Warranty

The OCLU action camera product (“Product”), including any accessories included in 
the original packaging, is warranted by OCLU to the original purchaser against defects 
in material and workmanship under normal use, for a period of one (1) year from the 
original purchase date (“Warranty”).  During this period, OCLU’s sole obligation in 
the event of such defect is to repair or replace the defective part or product with a 
comparable part or product at OCLU’s sole discretion.

In the event of any defect, please contact OCLU at oclu.com/support for assistance. 
To receive Warranty service, the original consumer purchaser must contact OCLU, 
or an authorized service provider, for defect determination and service procedures. 
Proof of purchase in the form of a sales receipt, invoice, or bill of sale evidencing that 
the Product is within the applicable Warranty period, must be presented to OCLU, or 
an authorized service provider, to obtain the requested service. This Warranty does 
not cover shipping and handling expenses and these must be paid by the consumer 
purchaser.

Exclusions and Limitations

This Warranty covers manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship 
encountered during normal, noncommercial use of the Product. This Warranty does 
not cover normal wear and tear, consumer delivery, installation, set-up, adjustments, 
cosmetic damage or damage due to acts of nature, accidents, misuse, abuse, 
negligence, tampering, material alteration, commercial use or modification of or to any 
part(s) of the Product. This Warranty also does not cover any images “burnt” into the 
Product’s display.  OCLU assumes no liability for any accidents, injuries, deaths, losses, 
or other claims resulting from or related to the use or misuse of the Product or any 
other OCLU products, accessories or parts.

This Warranty applies to the original consumer only and does not cover products sold 
WITH ALL FAULTS or AS IS, sold as Reconditioned, Refurbished or Remanufactured, or 
consumables (e.g., fuses, batteries, bulbs etc.). The Warranty is invalid if the factory-
applied serial number has been altered or removed from the Product. This Warranty is 
valid only in the country where the consumer purchased the Product, and only applies to 
products purchased and serviced in that country.

NO WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, OTHER THAN THOSE EXPRESSLY DESCRIBED ABOVE, SHALL APPLY. 
OCLU FURTHER DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AFTER THE EXPRESS WARRANTY 
PERIOD STATED ABOVE. NO OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTY OR GUARANTY GIVEN 
BY ANY PERSON, FIRM OR ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT SHALL BE 
BINDING ON OCLU. REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT– AT OCLU’S SOLE DISCRETION – 
ARE THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES OF THE CONSUMER. IN NO EVENT WILL OCLU, 
ITS MANUFACTURERS, OR ITS DISTRIBUTERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, 
DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (SUCH AS, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, BUSINESS, SAVINGS, DATA 
OR RECORDS), HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE USE, 
MISUSE, OR INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF OCLU HAS BEEN ADVISED 
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. EXCEPT AS STATED HEREIN, NO OTHER 
WARRANTIES SHALL APPLY. NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING, CONSUMER’S 
RECOVERY AGAINST OCLU, ITS MANUFACTURERS, AND/OR ITS DISTRIBUTERS SHALL 
NOT EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT. THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT 
EXTEND TO ANYONE OTHER THAN THE ORIGINAL CONSUMER WHO PURCHASED THE 
PRODUCT AND IS NOT TRANSFERABLE. 

Some countries, states or provinces do not allow limitations on warranties, or the 
exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations 
or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and 
you may also have other rights that vary by jurisdiction.For a full list of certifications, 
refer to the Product and Safety instructions at oclu.com/support

Trademarks

OCLU™, LiveCut® and FirmFlex™ are registered trademarks of OCLU Limited. All Rights 
Reserved. Other trademarks, such as Magconn™, Apple® and Google®, are the property 
of their respective owners.

Safety notices

Read the entire User Guide to become familiar with the features of your OCLU camera 
before using it. Failure to use the camera correctly can result in damage to the product, 
personal property and cause serious injury.

Be careful when operating your OCLU action camera to avoid accidental injury to 
yourself and other people and objects in your environment.

Observe applicable laws and local customs when using your OCLU action camera and 
accessories to avoid dangerous situations, interference with individuals’ right to privacy 
and breach of local laws and regulations that may restrict photography.

Warnings:

The OCLU battery is a Lithium-Ion battery. Do not disassemble, puncture, overheat or 
subject the battery to mechanical shock. Misuse may cause an explosion or fire.

Caution: Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an incorrect type. Dispose of used 
batteries according to the instructions. 

In the event of a battery leaking, do not allow the liquid to come in contact with the skin 
or eyes. If contact has been made, wash the affected area with copious amounts of 
water and seek immediate medical advice.

Keep the OCLU camera, batteries and the Magconn cable out of reach of children.
Seek medical advice immediately if a battery has been swallowed.

Do not place naked flame sources on or near the product. Do not expose batteries to 
heat or fire. Avoid storage in direct sunlight.

When charging the camera, do not handle the plug or charger with wet hands. Failure to 
observe this precaution could result in electric shock.

Cautions:

Always charge the OCLU camera using the Magconn cable supplied. Using a charger 
other than an OCLU cable can damage the OCLU battery and could result in fire or 
leakage. Do not leave a battery on prolonged charge when not in use and unplug the 
OCLU during lightning storms.
Do not use the camera if it has been damaged or altered in any form.

Do not open, disassemble or puncture the camera or cover any ventilation openings or 
the battery with paint or stickers.

Do not incinerate, crush, bend, deform, microwave or shred the camera or the battery.

Keep batteries in their original packaging until required for use. Keep batteries clean 
and dry. Clean with a dry cloth only. Do not store the battery with metal objects, such 
as keys and coins. If the battery terminals come in contact with metal objects, this may 
cause a fire. Dispose of used batteries safely.

Never keep or install batteries near any heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, 
stoves, or other devices that produce heat.

Your OCLU action camera lens is glass. Should the lens break, care should be taken to 
avoid injury from broken glass. Keep out of reach of children.

Notices:

Servicing is required when the equipment has been damaged in any way. Refer all 
servicing to an approved service provider.

Only use attachments and accessories approved by the manufacturer. When connecting 
the camera using the OcLink connector mount, do not over-tighten the mount.

Avoid exposing your camera or battery to extreme temperatures, as condensation may 
form on or within the product. Low or high temperature conditions may also temporarily 
shorten the battery life or cause the camera to temporarily stop working properly.

Use the microfiber cloth bag provided to clean the camera lens.
If the camera or any accessories come into contact with salt water, rinse them 
thoroughly with clean water, making sure the back door is closed.

Protect your OCLU camera using the OcShell hardcase in environments and situations 
where there is a risk of damage from deep water pressure or fast-moving water during 
diving, surfing or wake boarding, or where collisions with a foreign object is likely.

Only use genuine OCLU batteries.

Handle the Magconn cable with care and avoid it becoming pinched.

FCC Compliance Statement

FCC ID: FCC ID of this product can be found inside the battery compartment.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.  Operation is subject to the 
following two conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference,
and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that 
may cause undesired operation.

Warning:  Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party 
responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

NOTE:  This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class 
B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules.  These limits are designed to 
provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation.  
This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not 
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference 
to radio communications.

However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular 
installation.  If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television 
reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is 
encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
-  Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
-  Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
-  Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which          
the receiver is connected.
-  Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

Canada Compliance Statement

This device contains licence-exempt transmitter(s)/receiver(s) that comply with 
Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada’s licence-exempt RSS(s). 
Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
1. This device may not cause interference.
2. This device must accept any interference, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation of the device.

L’émetteur/récepteur exempt de licence contenu dans le présent appareil est conforme 
aux CNR d’Innovation, Sciences et Développement économique Canada applicables 
aux appareils radio exempts de licence. L’exploitation est autorisée aux deux conditions 
suivantes :

1. L’appareil ne doit pas produire de brouillage;
2. L’appareil doit accepter tout brouillage radioélectrique subi, même si le brouillage est 
susceptible d’en compromettre le fonctionnement.

Disposal Information

At the end if its use, this product must be disposed of in accordance with 
the relevant Federal and State laws governing disposal of waste electrical 
equipment.

More information
For customer support, see our website at oclu.com/support
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The threaded socket on the bottom of the OCLU is universally compatible. To find out how to attach an accessory to the camera, 
see the information included on the accessory packaging.

OcLink Connector 
Connects the OCLU camera to other OCLU 
mounts and third-party mounts.

OcShell Hard Case 
Impact-resistant and waterproof to a depth of 
165 ft (50m). A hydrophobic coating on the 
glass repels water droplets ensuring a clear, 
unobstructed image. Take care to ensure the 
inside is dry to avoid condensation and to 
rinse with freshwater after use in sea water. 

OcGrip Floating Gripper 
Improves control while recording. Suitable for 
use in water. Enables the camera to float in 
the Ocshell housing. The bright colour makes 
it easy to find when dropped in water. Suitable 
for use up to 10m underwater

OcView Extendable Selfie Stick 
Telescopic selfie stic, collapsible when not in 
use. The angled arm is less visible in shots 
than straight extendable sticks.

OcDock Base Pod 
Static mount with easy angle adjustment. 

OcBond Adhesive Mount 
Adhesive mount with FirmFlex™ technology 
for mounting to flat or curved surfaces.

OcBond+ Adhesive Mount 
A stronger adhesive mount with FirmFlex 
technology and a flexible tether for added 
security.

OcWrap Handlebar Mount 
Stretchable mount ideal for quickly attaching 
to bars.

OcBar Multi-Bar Mount 
Suitable for most bars and poles used in 
action sports. The secondary pivot allows for 
easy angle adjustment of camera angle.

OcFix Suction Mount 
Suitable for mounting to vehicles and other 
smooth surfaces.

 
 
OcYou Chest Harness 
Get steady Point Of View (POV) shots when 
you need to keep your hands free.

01.  Accessories.
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Front view

01. Lens

02. Status Screen

03. Microphone

04. Front recording light

Back view

05. Status / rear recording light

06. Door latch

07. microSD compartment

08. Battery

09. Loudspeaker

10. Magnetic data transfer and charge cable

Top view

11. Top select button

12. Bottom select button

13. Action button

14. Viewfinder / menu screen

15. Display state button / hold for Wi-Fi

01.

02.

03.

04.

10.07.

05.

06.

03.

08.

09.

15.

14.11.

12.

13.

02. Product Overview.
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02.

01.

02.

01.

03.

1. Release the door latch [01] and open the door [02] to 
insert the microSD card and the battery.

2. To power on, press and hold the Action button [13]. To 
power off, press and hold the Action button [13].

3. Select your preferred language using the bottom select 
button [12], NEXT, then press SELECT to confirm.

4. Either import the date and time settings from your 
smartphone:

• Select SET AUTOMATICALLY > SYNC WHEN 
CONNECTED.

Or set the date and time manually: 

• Select date / time, then press the + symbol to adjust 
the selected field. Press NEXT to move between 
fields. Press SAVE to save and return to the main 
menu.

5. To access Wi-Fi, select (    )  > CONNECT, or press and 
hold the Display state button [15] until the Wi-Fi icon 
glows green and the rear LED glows blue.

6. Press the Action button [13] to start or stop recording 
or take a picture in the current mode.

7. To toggle between modes, press the Bottom select 
button [12]. 
 

 
The micro SD card is not included with the product. 
OCLU recommends using a High speed UHS-I/U3 
Memory Card.

03. Getting Started.

1. Insert or replace the battery: Release the door latch 
[01] and open the door [02] to slide the battery in or out.

2. Charge the battery: Connect the camera to a power 
source using the OcSnap cable [03].

• OCLU begins charging automatically.

• A charging icon in the upper right corner of the 
screen glows green when charging, and the Status 
[05] LED glows green. When charging is complete, 
the Status LED stops glowing.

Power-saving tips

3. Use display sleep. Select (    ) > SETTINGS > DISPLAYS 
> DISPLAY SLEEP to set the top display to turn off after 
inactivity. Alternatively turn the top display off using the 
Display state button [15].

4. Toggle one touch record. Select (    ) > SETTINGS > ONE 
TOUCH REC. A single press of the Action button [13]
wakes the camera and starts recording in the current 
mode. A second press stops the recording and turns 
OCLU off conserving power. 

5. Disable Wi-Fi when not using the App.

6. In cold conditions, keep the battery warm.

7. For sustained use, connect the OcSnap cable to power 
OCLU on-the-go.

Battery and charging

OCLU can be powered either by the OCLU battery or by 
external power through the magconn cable. 
You can purchase spare batteries separately.

Setting up OCLU
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Live view screen overview

01. The shooting style of the current mode.

02. Action on pressing Top select button [11].

03. Action on pressing Bottom select button [12].

04. Action on pressing the Action button [13]/ time 
elapsed when recording.

05. Remaining battery life.

06. Icon for the current mode.

Live view screen

The LIVE VIEW screen helps to frame the shot. 
 
Use the Top [11] and Bottom select buttons [12] to carry 
out the action described on the screen, for example taking 
a photo while also recording video, or using the LiveCut® 
feature.

Press the Display state button [15] to display more 
information about the current mode and camera status.

06.03.

01.

02.

04.

05.

Head Up Display

For more information about your current configuration, you 
can view the HUD (Head Up Display). There are 3 states 
to the live view display. 1. Standard viewfinder 2. HUD 3. 
Display off (to save power). Toggle through these display 
modes by pressing the Display state button [15] once.

The HUD only displays fields relevant to the shooting style 
of the current mode.

HUD fields

Display type Field Description

Standard RES Image resolution.

RATE Frame rate.

TIMER How long before recording starts. 
Only for Video, Photo, Burst 
shooting styles.

DUR How long recording continues. 
Only for Loop Record, Time Lapse 
and Multi Photo shooting styles.

SENS Sensitivity. Only for Motion Detect 
shooting style.

Lens Correction.

Stabilisation.

Advanced ISO ISO standard.

(Exposure) Exposure compensation.

Spot 
metering

Whether the spot meter is on or 
off.

White Balance.
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01.
02.

03.
04.

Status lights and sounds

The OCLU has a Recording light on its front face [01] and 
a Status light on the top of the camera [02]. These lights 
change according to the camera's status.

 > Top Status light: [02]

• Solid Green: Camera charging

• Blue flashing: Camera connected to Wi-Fi

• Pink: Firmware update in progress

• Red flashing: Video recording in progress

The camera also uses sounds to indicate camera activity. 
Press and hold the Bottom select button [12] for an 
indication of which shooting mode you are currently using. 
For example, three beeps indicates that you are in Mode 3.

OcLink coupling mount

Screw OcLink to the universal mount to securely connect 
OCLU to your OCLU accessories

To attach the OcLink mount [01] to OCLU, position the 
mount in line with the locating points, apply pressure to the 
mount and use the tightening ring [02] to fasten the mount 
securely.

01.

Status Screen

The OCLU front display displays information about camera 
settings and current shooting mode.

Front screen Overview

01. Remaining battery life.

02. Information of the current camera settings.

03. Indication of the current mode and shooting style.

04. Displays the file no. / elapsed time whilst 
recording.

 > Front Recording light and Status light: [01]

• Solid Red: Menu in use

• Red flashing: Video recording or photo in progress

02.

01.

02.
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Setting up modes

Select and customize these shooting styles to create four 
shooting modes.

1. To choose your modes, select (    ) > EDIT MODES.

2. Choose the mode you want to edit, then select SELECT.

3. Choose a shooting style, then select SELECT.

4. To edit the settings for the mode, select SELECT. 

 
Press and hold Top select button [11] to return to 
live view screen from any menu.

The OCLU has the following shooting styles:

OCLU shooting styles

Shooting style Function Description

  LiveCut® Record video with the ability to instantly 
delete content that you don't want 
retrospectively.

LiveCut® allows you to delete unwanted recordings on-the-fly.
This means you can finish a session having saved only your best clips 
that are ready-to-share.

If you record something that you don't want to keep, press the Top 
button [11] to select CUT. OCLU deletes the currently recording clip and 
automatically starts recording again.

Or press and hold the CUT button to stop the current recording and exit 
without saving the clip. 

  Video Record a video. Standard video capture. Key moments can be tagged by pressing the 
top select button TAG. These tagged moments will be highlighted when 
viewing media in the OCLU App.

  Loop Record Record video continuously. Video is saved 
to a file which overwrites old footage as 
necessary to make space on the SD card.

Use OCLU as a dash camera, or to capture infrequent and unexpected 
events retrospectively. OCLU can also be powered while filming using 
OcSnap for long journeys.

   Time Lapse Record a condensed (sped up) video of an 
event over a long period of time.

Capture a lengthy event, for example a sunset or a building project. The 
video will play back at faster than real time. For long time lapse films it 
helps to put the displays to sleep to save battery power. OCLU can also 
be charged while filming using charge cable.

  Photo Capture a photo. Standard single image capture.

    Multi Photo Capture a photo sequence automatically. Capture images when you can't operate the camera, for example when 
using a selfie stick or if the camera is out of reach. Multi photo can also 
be used to create high quality time lapse sequences. 

  Burst Capture a series of photos in quick 
succession.

Capture a  moment as a burst of still images, Useful for capturing fast 
moving action shots.

  Motion Detect Record video automatically when the OCLU 
detects movement.

Automatically starts recording when an event occurs, for example when 
acting as a security camera at home, or to capture wildlife.

04. Modes.
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Mode settings

Configure the settings for a shooting style and save it as 
a camera mode so that you can access it at the press of a 
button. You can edit the following settings for a shooting 
style:

General Settings

RESOLUTION Image resolution.

VIDEO SPEED Frame rate. (FPS)

SELF TIMER Set how long before a recording starts. Only 
for Video, Photo, Burst shooting styles.

DURATION Set how long a recording continues. Only for 
Loop Record, Time Lapse and Multi Photo 
shooting styles.

STABILIZATION Image stabilization makes video footage 
smoother and reduces camera shake. Image 
stabilisation is effective for FHD1080 @ 60 
& 30FPS. The image will be cropped in order 
to digitally stabilise the image. 

LENS 
CORRECTION

Reduces 'fish eye" distortion caused by the 
wide angle lens. Straight lines will not warp 
as much with this selected but the image 
will be cropped approximately 10%. Lens 
correction is not possible in 4K video.

ADVANCED Activate the toggle to turn on advanced 
settings.

Advanced Settings

SPOT METERING Turn this on to use centre spot metering. 
With this on the image will expose from the 
centre.

ISO LIMIT Choose a lower ISO for less noise /grain but 
slower shutter speed. Set a higher ISO value 
for a faster shutter speed for fast moving 
action shots. Images with a higher ISO will 
have more image noise.

EXPOSURE 
COMPENSATION

The lower the EV value, the darker the 
image. The higher the EV value, the lighter 
the image.

WHITE BALANCE Chose the option according to the scene.

Additional Settings

Each shooting style also has settings related to its unique 
function.

OCLU Settings

To change camera settings, select (    ) > SETTINGS

Setting Description

ONE TOUCH 
RECORD

One touch record is a power saving feature. 
With one touch record on, a single short 
press of the action button will switch on the
camera and instantly start recording in the 
most recently used mode. A second press 
will stop the recording and turn off the 
camera.

To turn the camera on in regular mode press 
and hold the action button. The extended 
hold will temporarily disable one touch 
recording. The one touch record toggle can 
then be turned off to resume regular use.

ORIENTATION Change the orientation that the camera 
captures videos or photos. You can
choose from the following settings: 

 > NORMAL: Captures videos or photos as 
if the camera is the right way up.

 > FLIP: Captures videos or photos as if 
the camera is upside down.

POWER OFF Change the period of inactivity before the 
camera switches itself off.

DISPLAYS Change settings for the camera's screens.

- DISPLAY SLEEP Set the period of inactivity before the top 
display goes to sleep. (The display will never 
sleep while recording) To manually turn the 
display off while recording, press the display 
toggle button,

- BRIGHTNESS Change the brightness of the viewfinder 
screen.

- FRONT DISPLAY Switch the status screen at the front of the 
camera on or off.

LED LIGHTS Switch the status lights on or off.

BEEP SOUND Switch the camera sounds on or off.

VIDEO FORMAT Chose between NFC or PAL. This changes 
the frame rate perimeters for regional 
standards.

05. Settings.
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Playback on the OCLU

The OCLU allows you to view your photos and videos.

Select MAIN MENU  (    )  > PLAYBACK.

The OCLU displays your videos and photos separately.

To select a photo or video, press the Bottom select button 
[12] to highlight the thumbnail, then press the Action button 
[13].

The photo or video opens, giving you the following options:

To select an option, press the Bottom select button [12] to 
highlight the option, then press the Action button [13].

 > Scroll to the next photo or video: select  >

 > Scroll to the previous photo or video: select  <

 > Play a video: select

 > Pause a video: select  ||

 > Delete a photo or video: select > ERASE

Press and hold the Top select button [11] to jump 
straight to the most recent photo or video from the 
Live view screen.

Playback and review is also avaliable using the OCLU app

Update the firmware

To get the latest features and best performance from your 
camera, make sure you are always using the latest firmware.

To view the version of firmware on your camera, 
select (    ) > CAMERA INFO.

If you connect the camera to the OCLU app, the app notifies 
you when a new version of the camera firmware is available. 
To update the firmware, follow the instructions in the app.

You can also manually update the firmware using a microSD 
card.

1. Check for available firmware updates on: firmware.oclu.
com

2. If there is a firmware update available, download the 
file.

3. Copy the firmware update to the root directory of a 
microSD card.

4. Ensure that your battery has at least 50% charge.

5. Insert the microSD card into the camera.

6. Turn the camera on, the LED will flash red while the 
firmware installs. 

7. Once the LED has stopped flashing turn the camera on 
again.   

8. The camera displays the version number of the 
firmware update, then restarts itself. Update complete.

TIME/DATE Set the time and date on the camera.
When you are setting the time and date, 
select + to increment the current value and 
NEXT to move to the next value. Press SAVE 
to return.

Time and date will be set automatically on 
connection to the OCLU app.

LANGUAGE Change the language that appears on the 
camera.

SWITCH MIC Switch between stereo sound or mono 
directional sound recording from either the 
top or front microphone.

06. Playback.
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Transfer files

1. Use the magconn cable to connect the camera to a 
computer.

2. Press the Action button [13] to power on the camera.

3. Select VIEW FILES 
The computer detects that the camera is connected.

4. On the computer, navigate to the 'OCLU_Camera' 
removable disk for the camera.

5. Move files from the 'Amber' folder to the computer.

6. When you have finished transferring files, safely eject or 
remove the camera from the computer.

When connected, ensure that the magconn cable is 
not knocked as this could interrupt the connection.

7. You can also remove the microSD card from the camera 
and insert it into a computer or card reader or files can 
also be downloaded directly via the OCLU app.

Check how much storage space is available

1. Select the main menu (    )

2. Select CAMERA INFO. 
The camera displays how much storage space is 
available on the microSD card, and the number of videos 
and photos currently stored. The camera also displays 
the current firmware version. 
 

Delete all content on the microSD card

Before you delete all content on the microSD card in the 
camera, back up any photos or videos that you want to keep. 
This function formats the SD card clearing all preview files 
as well as the full size media.

This action is not reversible. 

1. Select the main menu  (    )

2. Select ERASE ALL MEDIA

3. Use the Bottom select button [12] to toggle from X to 

4. Press the action button [13] to confirm.
 

Reset the camera to factory settings

You can reset all modes, settings and options to their factory 
defaults.

1. Select the main menu  (    )

2. Select RESET CAMERA 

3. Use the Bottom select button [12] to toggle from X to 

4. Press the action button [13] to confirm.

The OCLU app

You can connect your OCLU to theOCLU app. The OCLU app 
allows you to instantly view photos and watch videos on 
your mobile device and gives you full control of the camera 
allowing you to:

01. Preview your shot.
02. Customize your 4 shooting modes.
03. Capture altitude, distance, route, and speed in real-time 
with your phone's gps.
04. Review, trim, and download clips that are ready-to-share.

The OCLU app is available on the app store for iOS or 
Google Play for Android.

Connect to the OCLU app for the first time

The OCLU creates a secure Wi-Fi hotspot, which you can 
connect to using the OCLU app.

1. Download the OCLU app to your mobile device, then 
open it.

2. On the camera, select the main menu (    ) > connect 

3. Press the Action button [13] to toggle the Wi-Fi on.

4. Press the Bottom select button [12] to highlight new 
connection

5. Press the Action button [13] to select 

6. OCLU displays its name and Wi-Fi password.

7. On your mobile device, switch on Wi-Fi and search for 
nearby Wi-Fi hotspots.

8. Select your OCLU, then enter the password.

9. After you connect to the camera, return to the app to 
start using your OCLU 
 

Connecting (after first use)

1. To quickly switch on Wi-Fi on the camera, press and 
hold the Display state [15] button. The Wi-Fi icon glows 
green and the top led glows blue when Wi-Fi is active. 

Using Wi-Fi on the OCLU decreases battery life.

2. Switch on Wi-Fi on your mobile device and select the 
OCLU camera.

3. Open the OCLU app on your mobile device.

4. OCLU will connect automatically.

07. OCLU app. 08. Data and Storage.
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Always follow these safety instructions to avoid 
personal injury or damage to the product.

 > Keep batteries clean and dry. Failure to observe this 
precaution could result in fire or electric shock. Damage 
to the battery caused by contact with liquid is not 
covered under the warranty.

 > Clean the camera and the battery terminals only with 
a dry cloth. Do not dry the camera or battery with an 
external heat source such as a microwave oven or hair 
dryer.

 > Use the microfiber cloth bag provided to clean the 
camera lens.

 > Do not store your battery with metal objects, such as 
coins, keys or necklaces. If the battery terminals come 
in contact with metal objects, this may cause a fire.

 > Batteries need to be charged before use. Always use 
the correct charge cable and refer to the manufacturer’s 
instructions or equipment manual for proper charging 
instructions.

 > When possible, remove the battery from the equipment 
when not in use for a prolonged period.

 > Batteries give their best performance when they are 
operated at normal room temperature 68°F (20°C) ± 9°F 
(5°C).

 > After extended periods of storage, it may be necessary 
to charge and discharge the batteries several times to 
obtain maximum performance.

 > Do not leave a battery on prolonged charge when not in 
use.

 > Ensure that the back door of the camera is closed 
properly before going near water.

 > If the camera or any accessories come into contact 
with salt water, rinse them thoroughly with clean water, 
making sure that the back door is closed.

 > Do not use the charge cable in or near water or 
moisture.

 
 
Any operation of the camera that results in collision 
with a foreign object may result in damage to the 
camera. Such damage is not covered by product 
warranty.

The OCLU displays the following warning icons to let you 
know when something is wrong:

OCLU warning icons

Warning Action to take

  Low Battery Recharge the battery or add an 
external power source.

  Low disk space Delete some of your saved 
recordings to make space, or insert  
a new microSD card

  No disk space Delete some of your saved 
recordings to make space, or insert  
a new microSD card.

  No SD card Insert a compatible microSD card.

The OCLU displays the icon and the warning on the screen 
for 2 seconds, then displays the icon in the upper right 
corner of the screen until you have taken the necessary 
action.

09. Caring for your camera. 10. Warnings.


